Chapel Hill/Durham Hotels
Training location: Tate- Turner- Kuralt Building, Room 135
325 Pittsboro Street, Chapel Hill, 27599

La Quinta Inn & Suites Durham Chapel Hill
4414 Durham-Chapel Hill Blvd, Durham, NC 27707
(919) 401-9660
Government rate, limited availability
Distance from training: ~18 mins/7.1 miles
Reviews

Comfort Inn University Durham
3508 Mt. Moriah Rd., Durham, NC 27707
(919) 490-4949
Government rate, limited availability
Distance from training: ~16 mins/6 miles
Reviews

Chapel Hill University Inn
1301 Fordham Blvd Chapel Hill, NC, 27514
(919) 929-2171
Government rate, limited availability
Distance from training: ~11 mins/3.7 miles
Reviews

Red Roof Inn Chapel Hill-UNC
5623 Durham-Chapel Hill Boulevard, Durham, NC 27707
(919) 489-9421
Government rate, limited availability
Distance from training: ~14 mins/5.3 miles
Reviews